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Child Rescue Alert Exercises
Child Rescue Alert
remains an integral
investigative tool for
consideration when responding
to the most high risk cases of
missing children and there
have been recent cases where
the Senior Investigating Officer
from a force has decided to
launch but thankfully the child
has been located through
other investigative enquiries.
In order to launch the
awareness within a force
during the investigation, the
media and control room arena
plus the technical aspects are
essential and there is an
ongoing engagement by the
Missing Children Team to
ensure that this is at the
correct level.

Forces are openly encouraged to facilitate a
Child Rescue Alert Exercise
and this can be arranged
through contacting either Neil
Dodds 07500032108
neil.dodds@nca.x.gsi.gov.uk
or Sherri Mcara
07525988573 sherri.mcara@nca.x.gsi.gov.uk.

In June and in
conjunction with Police Scotland
three exercises have been
arranged to test the response
not only from the host force but
the ability of all the UK forces to
provide mutual aid support if
requested. The commitment to
such exercises has always been
positive and to be match fit
ultimately means that a child’s
life could be saved.
Communication has been
key and strategic leads have
been identified for all forces
which has ensured that regular
regional forums can be set up to
discuss key issues. This may be
regarding both technical advice
but also identifying cases where

Data Report 2014/15
The Missing Persons
Data Report 2014/15 was
published May 2016. This is the
first year in which we have
received a breakdown of calls,
incidents and individuals, as
previously only the call data
was received and taken as the
incident figure. 2014/15 is also
the first year in which the
adoption and use of the absent
category can be seen clearly,
with 38 police forces using it.
Findings have mostly
been in line with previous
reports, with 43 police forces in
England and Wales supplying
full data. In 2014/15 there
were 282,066 calls in relation

to missing persons, of which
210,632 were created as
incidents, relating to 129,046
individuals.
The main findings include;

52% of missing incidents
relate to males. The main
age group likely to go
missing are 15-17years
who account for 35% of
the data received.

23 police forces have
provided data for incidents
where the individual is
missing from care, of the
data supplied 87% were
related to children.

72% of incidents were
graded as low risk, with



only 11% graded high
risk.
Just over 1/3 of the
incidents were
attributable to repeat
missing.

We have now
contacted forces with our
data collection template for
2016/17 in order to begin
data collection. If you have
any enquiries please contact
Carlie Hyde
carlie.hyde@nca.x.gsi.gov.uk
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Good News Story
Recently the UK MPB
has assisted in the location of
a man who went missing from
South East England. The male,
aged 52 years, was born in
Mogadishu, Somalia and is a
Dutch National. Although he
has lived in the UK for the last
15 years with his wife and
children he has no close
connections within the UK and
his extended family live in the
Netherlands. He tends to visit
the Netherlands about 2/3
times a year.

In February he travelled
to the Netherlands to visit family
members and to see his son who
is in a Dutch jail awaiting trial
for homicide. He was due to
return to the UK in March and
was last seen leaving for the
station by the family friend with
whom he was staying. However
he did not return home, and his
daily phone calls to his wife
stopped. He was reported
missing to the Dutch Police, and
to the relevant police force in
the UK but there was no
information about his
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whereabouts.
The UK
MPB contacted
the Dutch Missing Person Bureau
to ensure they were aware of the
case and ask if there was any
update. We were informed the
missing person had spoken to
his nephew in the Netherlands to
say he was in Dubai and that he
had wanted to get away from
family problems. We were able
to pass this information on to
the UK police force, who were
then able to update the family
and close the case.

Academics Day at Ryton
and emerging research relevant
to the policing world.
The event had attendees
from various universities and
organisations such as Railway
Children and the CSE and Police
Knowledge Hub. Throughout the
day there were a number of
workshops and group
discussions on topics such as
Risk Assessment, Return Home
Interviews and Family Issues

On the 26th May, the
UK MPB along with Karen
Shalev-Greene, Director of
the Centre for the Study of
Missing Persons at University
of Portsmouth, held its first
Academics Day at the College
of Policing in Ryton. The aim
of the event was to gather
various researchers and
professionals interested in
research to discuss upcoming

related to those who go
missing.
The event was a great
success and it is hoped that it
will become an annual event. If
you are interested in receiving
more information regarding
research being conducted by
police bodies and external
colleagues please contact Karen
Shalev—Greene karen.shalevgreene@port.ac.uk.

NCA Campaigns
The NCA have recently
launched a number of new
campaigns.
Think U Know is an
educational programme for
children and young people
aged 5-17. It particularly
focuses on online protection.
This programme can be
accessed by teachers or
practitioners and will provide
them with a range of resources
such as videos, games, and
lesson guides. For more
information please visit
www.thinkuknow.co.uk

Parent INFO is a
campaign that is aimed at
schools. It is a free service that
schools can download onto their
website which offers parents and
teacher up-to-date information
about young people ranging
from how much sleep they
should be getting to information
about relationships and online
activity.
If you would like to find out
more then please visit their
website www.parentinfo.org

The Proud to Protect
campaign has recently been
released and includes a film that
focuses on the NCA’s values and
its mission. It provides an
outline of the type of work that
goes on within the NCA.
Alongside this video, videos
regarding a ‘day in the life’ have
also been released. These videos
follow four officers within the
NCA. These videos can be
viewed via the Facebook and
Twitter pages, keep an eye out
for the #proudtoprotect hash tag
on social media!
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